
 
 

First 6

months 

“Just take this step...

The horizon will look

after itself.” Charlie

Macksay

New Places New People 

Celebrate- The development and

launch of FEAST in the Nene Valley

Circuit 

To develop- Tranche 1 funding

secured. Adoption of NPNP District

idea 

District Grants 

Circuit Activity 

Love Is__. Missional support Groups 

Celebrate-  Awarded £214,900 in

grants to property and personal .

Three Start up grants awarded to

the value of- £1970

To Develop- Development of MAPJ

grants

Celebrate- High engagement with

Superintendents, ministers and

lay workers

As of writing  there are active

project support in 11 circuits.  A

number of circuit and church

needs assessments underway

To Develop- Tailored approach to

needs in circuits. Online materials

that can be useful to the circuits.

Evaluating process for pieces of

DME work. Circuit wide survey  

To Celebrate- The engagement of 12

circuits so far in LOVE IS__. For the

resources and partnerships formed .

Celebrating engagement from ecumencial

partners and neighbouring districts 

To Develop- The growth of the

implementation of LOVE IS__. in the

district. Work towards 2023 LOVE IS__.

events.   

To Celebrate- The establishent

of the mission enablers support

group. New members on MSG.

Re-Establishment of the

Overstone pioneer support group

To Develop- layworker support

hubs and New housing pioneers

practice group 

YAELS

Celebrate- Role and

scheme reimagined 

To Develop-

Recruitment of new

YAELS co-od

Though we have emerged from the pandemic as a

church in a more fragile state. To me there is clear

signs of new shoots of mission occurring across the

District. Old plans being renewed, projects breaking

ground and new posts being formed. My role so far

has been focused on building relationships and

ensuring I am responding to the needs. Our priorities

as a District help give clarity to the direction of travel

and the above details I hope offer a snapshot of what

the DME role has sought to do in the life of the

District so far. This is only the beginning.  I do

encourage you to get in contact with me.  


